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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

YOUR MARXIST OBAMACARE…
Full Repeal? Partial Repeal?
9/22/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Message from the Heritage Action for America”
Things are heating up in the Senate again on Obamacare as GOP leadership decide whether
to try to pass a partial repeal of Obamacare before September 30.
Right now the bill would keep most of Obamacare's taxes to pay for block grants to the states,
allow states some regulation flexibility, end the law's individual mandate and end its
Medicaid expansion.
This week Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell is gauging support for this bill in order to
determine if he will bring it to the Senate floor for a vote.
McConnell has stated that if the bill gets support from at least 50 of the 52 GOP Senators
then he will bring it to the floor.
If this bill was brought to the floor the vote would take place the last week of September.
Repealing Obamacare has been intensely debated all year long, but Congress keeps falling
short.
In your opinion is it better to get a partial repeal of Obamacare now or keep fighting for full
repeal?
I really value your input at this critical time.
[end message]
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REPLY FROM THE AMERICAN RESISTANCE PARTY:
Dear Marxist-Collaborators aka Heritage-Action-for-America
First of all, you identify the subject correctly... it is called OBAMACARE. It originates from an
illegal alien (born in Kenya) (citizen of Indonesia), who was an unconstitutional candidate for
POTUS. Obama (aka Barry Soetoro) had a non-citizen for a father. A non-citizen is an alien.
No American can be a NATURAL BORN CITIZEN if they had and alien father at the time of
their birth. Nor can a person be NATURAL BORN if they were born in an alien country.
Now you ask, "In your opinion is it better to get a partial repeal of Obamacare now or keep
fighting for full repeal?" Obamacare is nothing more than an evil Marxism scheme which can
be defined as "redistribution of wealth."
And, of course, you seem to ignore the US Constitution. There are only 18 powers of
Congress. Nowhere is "Socialized Medicine" listed as one of the powers of Congress.
The American Resistance Party urges the "Marxist-Collaborators aka Heritage-Action-forAmerica" to return to Constitutional principles and cease promoting or implying that
Socialist/Marxist programs and plans could be considered okay. These socialist plans will
continue to fail in ALL NATIONS that they have infected. We urge you to befriend the
Constitution and fight against any plan that subverts our founding document.
(x) Edward C. Noonan
ednoonan7@gmail.com
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(Video/Left) Marxist Congresswoman
Nancy Pelosi promotes America’s Marxist
Health Plan. Hear her smiling, bubbling
adoration of OBAMACARE (aka Socialized
medicine).
Summary: At the 2010 Legislative Conference for the
National Association of Counties in regard to the Healthcare
Reform/Bill AKA Obamacare, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said, "But we have to pass the bill so that you can find
out what is in it, away from the fog of controversy."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QV7dDSgbaQ0
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